
Cyprus
OUR BEAUTIFUL ISLAND..



A little about Cyprus
Cyprus, officially the Republic of Cyprus, is an island country in the Eastern Mediterranean and 
the third largest, third most populous island in the Mediterranean. 

With its rich culture and history, it’s definitely a popular destination among many tourists. Bright 
blue seas with blue flag beaches, mountains and forests, Cyprus has a very diverse landscape.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kb2-6zemmj8



NICOSIA-The Capital



Nicosia
The green line divides the Greek-Cypriot from 
the Cypriot-Turkish side.

Nicosia is the only divided capital city in the 
world. It has a northern section, where the 
majority of the population is Turkish and a 
southern section, where the majority of the 
population is Greek.

On 13 February 1975 the Turkish Cypriot 
community declared the Turkish Federated 
State of Cyprus in the area occupied by Turkish 
forces.

The National forest park of Athalassa, covers 

an area of 8.5 square kilometres and it is found 
between the Aglantzia municipality, the 
Strovolos municipality, the Latsia municipality 
and the Geri municipality. The park’s value for 
the whole of Nicosia cannot be calculated, 
since it is the only green lung of the capital.



Venetian walls of Nicosia

The Venetian Walls are a series of defensive walls which surround the capital city 
of Nicosia in Cyprus. The first city walls were built in the Middle Ages, but they were completely 
rebuilt in the mid-16th century by the Republic of Venice. The walls are still largely intact, and 
are among the best preserved Renaissance fortifications in the Eastern Mediterranean. They are 
a major tourist attraction.



Museums in Nicosia
Cyprus Museum

The Leventis Municipal Museum of Nicosia

Cyprus Folk Art Museum

Byzantine Museum

Center of Visual Arts and Research

And many more….



Terra Santa College
Our school…



A little bit about our school
The Terra Santa College is one of the oldest schools in Cyprus

Ιn 1646, the Custody of the Holy Land, the order of the Franciscan friars that is situated in 
Jerusalem founded the Terra Santa College in the capital Nicosia (Cyprus).

Their main principles were Virtue, Diligence and Creativity.

Initially the school operated as a Primary School, while in 1913 it broadened its horizons with 
the creation of the Secondary School. 

In 1970 the operation of the Nursery School commenced, bringing our school to the current 
form which comprises Primary and Secondary education. The main attribute of the school is 
multiculturalism.

www.terrasantacy.com



Position
Cyprus is the third largest island                             
in the Mediterranean Sea                                      
and lies in the Sea’s 
North Eastern corner.

Cyprus is characterized as the crossroad of three 
continents: 

Asia, Africa and Europe

This fact explains why Cyprus was conquered by 
a succession of masters throughout its long 
history.



PREHISTORICAL 
ERA

There is evidence and archeological sites 
dating Cyprus’ history from the 
prehistoric era (the time during the 
development of human culture before 
the appearance of the written word).

The prehistoric era of Cyprus spans 
some five thousand years, from the 
sixth to the first millennium B.C.

The Chirokitia settlement is one of the 
best known Neolithic                 
settlements (5000 B.C) 
worldwide.

Cuprum ( Copper ) is perhaps where Cyprus 
got its name. 

Wealth and prosperity 
leading to a truly 
monumental civilization 
development.

Expansion of commerce and relations with 
neighboring countries.

Contacts with other civilizations, 
exchange                                                                of 
material and other 
benefits.

The copper era: 
3,000-2,300 B.C 



The Hellenization of Cyprus
15th century B.C
Archaean colonization defined the ethnic composition with Cyprus becoming 

totally Hellenized by the end of Prehistoric Era.

Hellenization of Cypriot religion and worship, with the Mycenaean 

bringing their own gods to the island.

Worship of Aphrodite, the protectress of the entire island. According to mythology, Aphrodite, 
the ancient Greek goddess of love and beauty, was born from the foam of the sea on the 
southwestern coast of Cyprus, near the city of Pafos.



The passing of conquerors
709 B.C - Assyrians.

570 B.C – Egyptians.

450 B.C - Phoenicians.

380 B.C – Persians.

300 B.C - Ptolemaic Dynasty.

58 B.C - Roman rule.

395 A.D - Cyprus becomes part of the Byzantine Empire

1191 A.D – Conquered by the Crusaders 

and sold to Guy de Lusignan

1489 A.D – Venetian rule

1570 A.D – Ottoman rule

1878 A.D – British rule

1960 A.D – The Republic of Cyprus



The Cyprus Dispute
1963, inter-communal violence between the 
Greek and Turkish communities led to the de 
facto division of the island under UN 
supervision.

1974, Turkish invasion and occupation of 37% 
of Cyprus.

Numerous attempts, under the UN, for the re-
unification of Cyprus have still not been fruitful.

Britain continues to keep two Sovereign bases 
on the island.



Cyprus in the EU

Cyprus joined the EU, as a de-facto divided 
country, on 1 May 2004

◦ EU law is suspended in the areas occupied by 
Turkey ( not under the control of the Republic )

Became a member of the Euro area (adopted 
the euro as its currency) on 1 January 2008

There are 6 members of the European 
Parliament from Cyprus.

There is one Commissioner nominated by 
Cyprus

◦ The current  one is responsible for Humanitarian 
Aid and Crisis Management



CYPRIOT TRADITIONS



Kallikantzaroi - Christmas Goblins
Kallikantzaroi are supposed to be goblin-like 
creatures that live in the center of the earth 
and find their way into people's homes via the 
chimney.

Cypriots believe that they make all kinds of 
mischief such as dousing the fire, riding on 
people's backs, braiding the tails of horses and 
making the milk sour.

It is believed that they visit only at Christmas 
time. The hearth is kept burning day and night 
throughout the twelve days of Christmas, to 
keep the Kallikantzaroi away. As well as this, 
family members bless the house, while 
sprinkling holy water around, for protection.



Weddings

Have you ever seen the film, My Big Fat Greek 
Wedding? That is what weddings in Cyprus are 
actually like. They are huge.

1000 guests is considered a small wedding so 
you get the idea. The wedding day will start in 
the morning, but the actual marriage doesn’t 
usually happen until 4pm or later, mainly due to 
the heat in the summer months.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OHf2oFAK
pZ8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OHf2oFAKpZ8


Hospitality

Cypriots take hospitality seriously. You will hear 
kalos orisate (καλώς ορίσατε) regularly 
used, which means welcome. If you’re a guest 
in someone’s home you will be treated like 
royalty so to speak. There will be food and 
coffee and no chance for you to lift a finger. At 
restaurants, it is very normal for there to be a 
complimentary glass of koumandaria or Zivania
(both traditional Cypriot spirits) or traditional 
dessert at the end of your meal.



Christmas
Christmas time in Cyprus is all about family 
moments. On Christmas Eve Cypriot children 
wonder around the neighborhood from door to 
door wearing cute red hats, carrying triangles 
(small music instruments named after their 
shape) and sing angelically kalanta (Cypriot 
Christmas carols). 

Santa Claus flying all over the world is sure to 
make a stop at each house to enjoy a tasty 
piece of vasilopitta, a pie named after him. As 
25th of December is reserved for the birth of 
Christ, in Cyprus Santa Claus brings presents on 
New year’s eve (although in the later years this 

cultural tradition is beginning to fade as 
marketing and commercialization hits globally). 
Hidden in the vasilopitta is a ‘lucky’ coin and 
the tradition has it that the one who finds it 
must keep it in his wallet for the rest of the year 
so he’ll never be left without money!

http://www.cyprusalive.com/en/cyprus-chistmas


Christenings
Christening is probably the second most important mystery (with weddings being the first, at 
least in religious families). Godparents are chosen from the closest circle of friends and relatives 
shortly after the child is born. Cypriots believe that exactly after the children’s Baptism is 
assigned a Guardian Angel, who will protect them for the rest of their life. It is no wonder that 
most families begin preparing for this event months in advance.



CYPRIOT
FOOD



Halloumi (χαλούμι) 
Halloumi is a cheese produced in Cyprus.

It is a semi-hard, brined cheese.

It is made from a mixture of goat's and sheep's 
milk and sometimes cow’s milk.

Halloumi cheese was invented during the 
Medieval Byzantine period.

This cheese is very important to the island 
because it is the most popular cheese product 
exported from Cyprus to all over the world.

Halloumi cheese can be grilled or fried since it 
has a high melting point.

Also it can be used in salads and different 
foods.



Souvla (σούβλα) Sheftalia (σεφταλιά)

Souvla consists of large pieces of 
meat.

It’s cooked on a long skewer over a 
charcoal barbecue called “Foukou”.

Traditional souvla is made from the 
neck and shoulder of lamb, pork 
and chicken.

Cypriots mostly eat Souvla to 
celebrate occasions such as 
Christmas, Easter etc.

Sheftalia is a type of sausage without 
skin.

It is made usually with pork or lamb 
mixed with finely chopped onion and 
parsley.

It is wrapped with omentum to keep 
the meat together.

Sheftalia is grilled until golden brown.

You can eat them with traditional pitta 
and a light salad.



Koupepia (κουπέπια) Colocasi (κολοκάσι)

Koupepia are traditional grape leaf wraps, filled 
with lamb or pork and white rice

You can also find tomatoes, onions, peppers and 
other vegetables filed with this mixture of meat 
and rice. It’s called “Yemista” (γεμιστά).

Colocasi is cultivated in Cyprus for its edible root. 

“Mappes” and “Poulles” are rich in starch, 
proteins and vitamins.

It’s cooked in tomato sauce either on it's own or 
often with pork or chicken.

It can be boiled, fried and cooked in the oven.

In its raw form colocasi is poisonous as it contains 
high levels of calcium oxalate, which however are  
safely reduced to non-harmful levels during the 
cooking process.



Flaounes (φλαούνες)
Flaouna is a cheese-filled pastry which may 
include raisins or be garnished with sesame 
seeds.

Flaounes are made in Easter.

They are served as a celebratory food for the 
breaking of the Lenten.

They are traditionally prepared on Good Friday 
for consumption on Easter Sunday.

Various villages all around Cyprus have their 
own recipes about what cheeses or fillings 
should be included in flaounes.  In Paphos they 

have their own version which they call "Paskies' 
and the difference is that they add small pieces 
of lamb in the filling and onions.



Palouzes-Soutzoukos Mahalepi (μαχαλεπί)

Palouzes is wine distillate boiled and made into 
jelly.

Soutzoukos is a candle-shaped candy in which 
strings of almonds are dipped into “Palouzes”/ 
“Moustalevria”

Mahalebi is a sweet in the form of a rose-
flavoured cream.

Contains either corn flour or rice flour, sugar,
rose water and rose syrup.

It is served cold in a bowl with rose water. 

Mahalebi is a summer sweet but it is eaten in 
the fasting before Easter since it is a Lenten 
sweet





AGROS 
ROSE FESTIVAL

It takes place at Agros, a village deep in the heart of 
the Pitsillia region of the island.

Its known for its gloriously fragrant roses. Officially 
known as the ‘Rose of Damascus’ (Rosa damascene) 
that blossoms in April/May.

The festival is held in May with the early morning 
collection of roses. Afterwards, there is a ceremony 
at Glafkos Klirides Athletic Centre where there are 
plenty of traditional dances and live music.

It is a lively celebration and is for all age groups.

Visitors can visit the rose industry and try some rose 
products before they buy them at the shop next door 
to the factory.  Some of the products sold include: 
rosewater, rose sweets as well as beauty products for 
the face and body, candles and essential rose oil. 



•The festival started 3 years ago in order to make Platres famous again 
for its beautiful Lavender that adorned houses, mansions, and alleys. 

•Lavender is the dominant plant of Platres and is known for its history 
as the resort of Kings and nobility who spent their summers there, 
like prince George of England, Princess Mary, King Farouq and other 
noble people

•Lavender is considered the Queen of herbs and is largely admired for 
its colour, its majestic beauty but especially for its various healing 
properties .

•The festival is held in July at Platres Cultural Centre with workshops, 
live distillation, music and dances, tastings and a Lavender Market 
with beauty products, arts and crafts for sale.



• The Wine Festival in Limassol can be seen, 
somehow, as a variant, like the revival of worship 
celebrations in honor of Dionysus, the god of the 
wine.

• Is the main entrance belonging to the wineries of 
Limassol: ETKO, KEO, LOEL, SODAP, and other, where 
the visitors can taste, free of charge, all kinds of 
wines in unlimited quantities with the possibility of 
purchasing some of the islands best wines. 

• Every evening thousands of visitors go to the 
Festival, to enjoy the happy and jolly atmosphere of 
people feasting on wine, delicious local dishes - at 
fixed low prices, local dances and songs as well as 
theatrical plays.



APPLE FESTIVAL
A two day festival which takes place in 
Kyperounta. 

It includes an open air market with fresh 
seasonal apples, and the exhibition 
features all the types of apples that grow in 
Cyprus

traditional products, fresh apple juice, 
apple pies, apple vinegar etc, competitions 
for the best apple pie, and many more. 

There are also seminars about the 
beneficial properties of apples, as well as a 
full traditional entertainment show.



LIMASSOL PARADE
The Limassol Carnival is the oldest and 
most popular folk festivity in Limassol 
but also across Cyprus.

Throughout the centuries the tradition of the 
Apokries - the Carnival festive season - was 
celebrated across the island, but the festivities 
local to Limassol grew overtime that  they 
became an significant part of the town's 
identity and culture.



And many more…
The past few years Cyprus has become a multicultural society, and a lot of festivities and events 
have been held on the island from foreign countries and different cultures.

For example:

• Indian colour festival (holi)

• Russian ballet theatre performances

• Chinese spring festival (new year)



NEWS 



Today…
Today, more than 65 million people are forcibly displaced as a result of violent conflicts and 
natural disasters or are in search of better economic prospects. Refugee matter is a major 
problem nowadays days. The europian union is trying to assist counties which  are awfully 
affected by the refugee crisis. Therefore a civil protection programme was created to support 
the Member States and neighbouring countries facing major peaks in the refugee crisis that 
overwhelm their immediate response capacities.

Cyprus has been included in a list of EU member states where so-called controlled centres could 
be located to process migrants and refugees disembarking on EU soil. Thus, the Cypriot 
government took action in this matter. We set up refugee camps, we took them in and gave 
them food and water to survive.



Thank you for your attention!

Cyprus Team


